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Supplementary Figure 1. The top 20 significantly correlated genes in PC_1 to PC_4 are displayed using dot plots and 

heatmaps. (A) The dot plots show the top 20 significantly correlated genes in each component. The X axi s  represents  the correlation  
coefficient. (B) The heatmaps show the expression patterns of the top 20 significantly correlated genes in each component. The colors  from 
purple to yel low indicate the gene express ion levels  from low to high.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. The prognosis-related GDRGs were screened with LASSO and multivariate Cox regression analyses. 
(A) The coefficient profile plot was produced against the log(lambda) sequence. A vertical line was drawn at the va lue selected using ten-fold 
cross -validation, where an optimal lambda value resulted in ten features with nonzero coefficients. (B) Optimal parameter (lambda) selection 
in the LASSO model used ten-fold cross-validation via minimum criteria. The partial likelihood deviance (binomial deviance) curve was plotted 
versus the log(lambda) value. Dotted vertical lines were drawn at the optimal values by using the minimum cri teria and the I  s tandard error 
of the minimum criteria. (C) Following LASSO regression analysis, 4 GDRGs  were identi fied with multivariate Cox regress ion analys is .  
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Supplementary Figure 3. Expression and survival analyses of the four GDRGs in the prediction model. (A) The expression of the 

four GDRGs in scRNA-seq data is shown. The colors from gray to blue indicate the gene expression levels from low to high. (B) The expression 
of the four GDRGs in bulk RNA-seq data, including 163 GBM (TCGA) and 207 normal (GTEx) samples, is shown. Asterisks indicate p < 0.05. (C) 
K-M surviva l  analyses  demonstrated that the express ion of GDRGs  was  associated with OS in TCGA GBM patients . 

 


